Case Study
Meshoppen Stone INC

Organization Snapshot
Based in Pennsylvania, USA
50+ years of experience in the field
Around 150 endpoints in 5 locations

“We use it at the gateway level and on our remote laptops in all our sites and remote access locations and we love it! It is pretty much a set and forget tool!”

Phil Davidson
Meshoppen Stone Inc.

Visit Dome Shield Website
The Challenge

Keeping the Internet safe to boost workplace productivity

Meshoppen Stone Inc. is a leading stone supplier in Pennsylvania area with 50+ years of experience in the field, helping their customers in any aspect of a project from the start to completion. The company not only supplies a large inventory of materials, but it also does provide supply quotes, samples, design ideas and technical information; which makes them a sector-leading, premier stone supplier.

Part of what makes them a premier company in the sector is the way they utilize the technology to enhance their services. They have 5 separate locations with hundreds of PCs, laptops and mobile devices, all committed to better their customers’ experience, by continuously being in touch with them and keeping track of each process, design, and idea, as well as inventories and documentation.

When you rely on technology, though, you must make sure that you are safe from its dangers, which may distract your employees. It is possible that these dangers may even cause disruptions, hindering the capacity of your services and company, and there lies a challenge: Utilize the technology, the Internet, but do not let it be a distractor or a disruptor instead of a facilitator. In other words, keep the Internet safe and appropriate for your users.

The challenge starts with but is not limited to keeping the Internet experience safe and appropriate for the employees. The experience should also be transparent and fast, as well as being safe and appropriate. The question, then, is this: How do you keep the Internet safe, appropriate, transparent and fast, all at the same time?

“We like the way Dome Shield works, that it provides protection and filtering before any malicious activity ever gets to the gateway!”

Phil Davidson - Meshoppen Stone Inc.
The Solution

Scalable and extendable protection at DNS layer

The question in mind, Meshoppen Stone INC began its quest of finding a solution that will meet these needs with a sector-leading price and service, just like Meshoppen Stone INC does in their own field. The quest ended when they met Comodo Dome Shield.

As a cloud-delivered solution that blocks malicious activity at the DNS layer before any sorts of malware or ransomware can find its way into your network or endpoint, Comodo Dome Shield is the ultimate solution to keep the Internet safe, appropriate, transparent and fast in your company.

Comodo Dome Shield seamlessly scales according to the needs of your organization and can be extended to any locations or networks your organization have. It protects your PCs, roaming laptops and mobile devices on and off the network with 20+ security categories and offers device and IP based visibility.

Moreover, boasting more than 80+ content categories, Comodo Dome Shield allows customizable web-access policies to provide an appropriate web-surfing, all without any disruption or latency.

“We use Comodo Dome Shield both for security and web-browsing regulation reasons and we love it! We are probably going to drop our filtering proxy server and go with Dome Shield alone from now on.”

Phil Davidson - Meshoppen Stone Inc.
Why Should You Move Your Security to the Cloud?

To put it simply, you should move your security to the Cloud with Comodo Dome Shield because as a cloud-delivered service Dome Shield blocks malicious activity at the DNS layer, compared to threat protections that wait until the malware reaches your perimeter or endpoint before detecting, preventing and alerting about the malicious activity.

Dome Shield saves you from unfortunate results of having a malicious activity in your network and saves you time that would otherwise go into investigations, remediation, and recovery.

“We actually use the entire ITarian (Comodo One) suite to provide our services. It is all quick, easy and us and our users could not be more pleased!”

Phil Davidson
Meshoppen Stone Inc.
Why Should You Join Meshoppen Stone Inc Relying on Dome Shield?

Dome Shield is a product designed with your company’s needs in mind, enabling companies like you to easily provide a reliable, safe, transparent and fast Internet experience, regardless of the number and type of endpoints or locations you have.

Protect your company’s and clients’ data

Dome Shield will help you block malware, botnet and phishing threats, along with other advanced threats before they can exploit any data from your network and users.

Boost workplace productivity

You can maximize workplace productivity by diminishing all the threats that may disturb or even disrupt your users, providing access to relevant websites, knowing that Dome Shield will not cause any additional latency or performance issues in your network.

Keep malware away from your network

Dome Shield helps you block malware threats away from your network at the DNS level, before they reach any antivirus or similar tools, eventually reducing the time needed to spend for investigations and remediation.

Block botnets from exploiting your systems

Security can be a tricky business when it comes to having 100% protection, which might ultimately be near impossible and an advanced attacker will most of the time find an opportunity to install malware in your system. Not with Dome Shield, though, as Dome Shield blocks botnet, aka “Command & Control”, threats from your network and systems.
Avoid fraud sites that may phish your users

Fraud sites are everywhere, from simple to overly complicated, all prepared to fool even a trained and experienced professional and more and more people keep falling for these sites even though they are trained. Dome Shield helps you avoid these fraud sites with its ever-growing, up-to-date fraud sites DB

20+ Threat Protection Categories

Malware, botnet and phishing sites being the most common ways of malicious online activity, it is never limited to only these threat categories. Combine this with the fact that the number of online threats keep increasing in number and variety, threats are always there to strike. Dome Shield provides you with an advanced threat protection DB with millions of domains and 20+ threat categories to easily protect your network from these threats before they can even strike.

Off-Network protection

With Dome Shield, you will have your devices under protection even when they are not in your trusted network, roaming from network to network, via VPN-based Shield Mobile Apps, available for iOS and Android, and with Shield Roaming Agent, available for Windows and macOS.

No extra effort for maintenance

Dome Shield Roaming Agent will not require any additional maintenance work on your clients, as it is not a memory-hog software, it will not be running any scans on clients and it will not be crashing. You will find it easy to deploy Shield Roaming Agent to hundreds or thousands of clients, with the help of Comodo ITSM Tool.
Web access policies with over 80+ categories

Dome Shield relies on a DB, developed by Comodo Web Filtering team, with more than 80 content categories to ensure that your guests have a proper and relevant Internet experience in your network.

Blacklist-Whitelists

Dome Shield provides you with the option to define blacklists and whitelists to be able to create exceptions for your policies.

Detailed and customizable Reporting

All real-time activity is reported in Dome Shield Portal, with graphs specific to devices, locations, sites and activities. Even better, you can customize your own reports, as well as get exports from the graphs you would like to.

Customizable Block Pages

You can create customized block pages with your company brand or logo and with the messages you would like your users to see, to provide company-specific user experience.

Fast Internet & transparent experience

Dome Shield is a DNS-based SaaS, and all the web-filtering and threat protection policies are enforced in the Cloud, without any latency, hardware or software. The better thing is that as a scalable cloud service, Dome Shield keeps the cost the same even if you double or triple your bandwidth.

Simple and Quick Deployment

As a cloud-delivered service, Dome Shield can be deployed easily and quickly across all the locations/networks you have. Just point your DNS to global Shield Resolvers and configure from a web-based, centralized Portal to protect and monitor your locations/networks.